Like every year Faridabad Industries Association (FIA) has been conducting “Best Engg. Projects” competition for budding engineers of Engineering Institutes located in N.C.R., under 3 different categories:-

2. Electrical & Electronics Engg. Stream      -         (EL+EEE+ECE)
3. Computer Science & IT                              -         (CSE+IT+MCA)

FIA has conveyed that projects should be innovative and aimed at meeting the needs of the industry. The tentative schedule received is as follows:-

We are giving below the Calendar for the Best Engineering Project 2016 is as under:-

- Last date for receipt of Synopsis              - 10th March 2016 (Thursday)
- Short listing of Synopsis                             - 08th April 2016 (Friday)
- *Presentation of Projects                          - 16th April 2016 (Saturday)
- *Award Ceremony                                      - 23rd April 2016 (Saturday)

(*Subject to confirmation after declaration of exam dates by the University)

As you are aware that our Institute has been regularly participating in the competition. It is however, noted that synopsis from the departments are received either on the last date or after that, inspite of lot of follow up. Subsequently, FIA accepts such synopsis with lot of reluctance or sometimes rejects them.

It is therefore, requested that all the departments may submit the synopsis by 6th March, 2016. This will ensure that we are able to examine, shortlist and send the 3 best synopsis in each of above categories to FIA before 10th March, 2016 for participation.

Coordinator- Ms. Urvesh Chaudhery
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